‘Integration Matters’
December 2018

Keeping you informed about Health and Social Care Integration in Angus
Welcome to the December edition of Integration Matters.
2018 has been another very busy year. As I look back at the work
we have undertaken over the past 12 months across Angus Health
& Social Care Partnership, it’s clear to see that ensuring people’s
health and wellbeing is paramount.
Vicky Irons, Chief Officer
We are expecting another tough winter, with the prospect of flu and other winter bugs never far away. If
you are eligible for a free flu jab, please do take up the opportunity. We have seen an increase in the
number of staff taking up the vaccine in Angus, and for the first time we offered the vaccine to care home
staff. If you work in the frontline in particular, and if you haven’t had your vaccination yet, there’s still time!
This will not only protect you but also the people you work with.
The Angus Care Model is already making a positive difference and you can read more about this on page
17. Other achievements in Angus this year include:


Our substance misuse services achieved and sustained its very demanding referral to treatment
standard in the latter half of 2018. New investment in the Angus Drug and Alcohol Partnership means
we have been able to fund a number of initiatives including advocacy services for families,
employment of non-medical prescribers, peer workers, and work within Criminal Justice.



We welcomed the first 3 modern apprentices in care into the Angus Health & Social Care Partnership.
Our plan is to build on this year on year, with at least 8 apprentices being employed at any one time.



The very positive evaluation of our health and wellbeing services has led to an investment of over
£300k to place a service in every GP Practice in Angus by 2020.



We launched the Angus Health & Social Care Partnership website in August (www.angushscp.scot)
and over 1,000 people have visited the site. Our active Facebook page has 1,030 followers.



Clinical engagement and leadership at all levels with regard to prescribing within Angus remains high
and our prescribing overspend continues to reduce.



People are being signposted to more social prescribing opportunities across Angus.



Becoming involved with people early, and supporting people with the right service at the right time,
means that we have now decommissioned 21 hospital beds in Angus and we continue to have
unoccupied hospital beds. As with every year, we will continue to monitor our resilience to winter
pressures.



Care Homes across Angus have introduced new protocols which have led to a dramatic reduction in
medication wastage.

On 7 December I attended the inaugural Health and Social Care Scotland conference where the theme
was creativity, culture and courage. Over 250 people attended the event and each Health & Social Care
Partnership in Scotland was represented. The event celebrated the achievements made across Scotland
since the establishment of Health & Social Care Partnerships in 2016.
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We were invited to showcase the progress made with developing the Angus Care Model and we received
very positive feedback about what we are doing and our plans for the future. A clear message from the
conference, and from the First Minister Nicola Sturgeon, is that there is a permanent commitment to the
Integration reforms and that we need to be courageous and continue to increase the pace of change.
We know there are obstacles to overcome but we will face up to the challenges and work with
communities that actively care to create the best possible health and social care across Angus. Clearly
there is some great work taking place but we are not complacent. We know locally and nationally that
more needs to be done.
While the festive season is a happy family time for many, it can also be a sad and lonely time for those
experiencing mental illness and ill health. Christmas can also lead to stress, feelings of isolation and grief of
missing loved ones. It’s extremely important that people know they are not alone during this time of year.
There is a wealth of support available 365 days a year – whether this is from health and social care services,
charities or voluntary and community organisations.
We are really lucky to have a dedicated and caring workforce here in Angus who will ensure that quality
services are delivered throughout Christmas and the New Year period. I know that, at this time of the year,
it can be particularly heard to leave home comforts and go to work, so please spare a few thoughts for the
fantastic people who keep Angus Health & Social Care Partnership running over the busy holiday time.
For now, I would like to thank you all for your continued hard work and commitment. I wish you all a Merry
Christmas, if you celebrate it. And, as we reach the end of the year, I hope you will find time to reflect on
what 2018 brought to you and what opportunities, challenges and surprises may lie ahead in 2019.
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News from the North East Locality
Participatory Budgeting in Edzell and The Glens
The North East Locality Improvement Group (NE LIG) allocated £5000 of their LIG funding to a Participatory
Budgeting (PB) exercise in Edzell and The Glens. The focus was to address local health and wellbeing priorities
for adults in Edzell and surrounding area. A Steering Group, made up of five members of the community was
formed to oversee this initiative with support from Angus Council’s Communities Team. 14 applications for
funding were received. From the 14 projects one withdrew their application and one project did not attend
on the voting day which was arranged for Saturday 20 October 2018, 10am – 1pm. Throughout the voting
day there was a great turn-out by the public coming to vote. The total number of voters was 158. This is
approximately 5% of the population of Edzell making it one of the best attended PB events in Angus. There was
a real interest in the PB event and residents took their time to look at all projects before voting. The following
projects were successful:
The Cottage
Edzell, Lethnot, Glenesk Parish Church
Edzell Men’s Shed
Edzell Senior Citizens Social Club
Edzell Drama Group
Edzell Seated Exercise Group
Edzell Village Improvement Society (new benches)
Edzell Muir Outdoor Gym Equipment
Edzell Bowling Club

£750
£500
£500
£750
£309
£100
£750
£750
£500

An evaluation of each of the projects will take place after 6 months and 12 months.

Montrose Community Trust
Peter Davidson, Chief Executive of Montrose Community Trust (MCT), visited the NE LIG
on Thursday 6 December. Members of the LIG heard how MCT, formally Links Park
Community Trust, utilises the power and widespread appeal of sport to inspire change.
Using the facilities provided by Links Park Stadium in Montrose, and alternative venues
throughout Angus and the Mearns, MCT deliver an extensive range of innovative
sporting, healthy and educational programmes for children and adults, each of which
are designed to meet identified local need.
In addition to ‘Play-Makers’ Employability Programme for people aged 16+, MCT run a range of health and
wellbeing programmes for adults for example, walk and talk, walking football, football memories and tactical
recovery providing support for people recovering from drug and alcohol misuse. For more information please
visit http://www.linksparkct.org.uk/

Health, Wellbeing and Independence
Following a presentation from Anna Kaczmarek, Public Health Officer, to introduce the Angus Public Health
Review, NE LIG members contributed to a discussion on ‘What can we do to improve public health in the NE
locality with a focus on Type 2 diabetes’. A variety of ideas were discussed and an action plan will be agreed.

Marc Jacobs, Chair, North East Locality Improvement Group

News from the North West Locality
The latest meeting proved to be well attended, was very dynamic with enthusiastic discussions throughout.
The group welcomed two new members, Rev Elaine Garman (public rep) and Mr Gordon Firth (Team
Manager, Fairlie House).
(cont.)
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Latest news
•

Beating the Blues/Digi-ken – Bid being developed to use the Beating the Blues app. Day care keen to
offer beating the blues. Digi-ken project also discussed and how this could assist volunteers to help people
access digital technology.

•

Walking rugby – Presentation given around this local project and the plan for this to become increasingly
accessible by people at many levels of ability. Pilot sessions have already been held in Forfar, The LIG
members were very supportive of this project and two members are to support the group with a funding
bid.

•

Continuing the Conversation events – Two events held recently for our locality with notable low numbers
of public attendance. Discussion has taken place about future public engagement.

•

Enhanced Community Support – We are almost ready for roll out. Meeting being held this afternoon with
Advanced Nurse Practitioner, District nursing and AHP staff to discuss and plan implementation. However,
further work needed around General Practice involvement. Some feelings of frustration at perceived
delays and how can this be resolved.

•

Social Prescribing – Pilot currently in our locality, good initial feedback prior to further roll out across Angus

•

Voluntary Action Angus – new approach for Kirriemuir. Now have a regular drop in session in Kirrie
Connections, each Wednesday 11am-1pm

•

Well Bean Cafe – Tuesdays Midday - 2pm, St John’s Church, Forfar, targeted at those recovering from
drug or alcohol misuse but open to everyone.

•

Strategic Needs Assessment – Latest data shared and the availability of the live dashboard with the LIG.
Survey completed during presentation with Vivienne Davidson. Highlighted our need to continue to
change how we deliver services. Discussed Independent Living Angus website and how and when to
access this. Also highlighted Technology Enabled Care Scotland Programme and ‘Florence’
telehealthcare.

James Shaw, Chair, North West Locality Improvement Group

News from the South East Locality
Meetings
Meetings continue to run with a mix of business, updates and workshops. The last meeting focused primarily
on understanding the strategic plan and future priorities. Angela Murphy took the group through a
presentation on the Strategic plan and provided points for discussion. Feedback has been provided to
Vivienne Davidson from the workshop.
Future workshops will be used to start considering local priorities in relation to strategic priorities.

New Proposals for tests of change
Proposals have been put forward for consideration.

Existing tests of change update
The Arbroath Healthy Living Initiative delivered an event during October holidays to promote the work and
engage more residents. As a result a new group has developed called ‘Oot N Aboot’ focusing on outdoor
learning activities. The group has had 8 people sign up and has started planning sessions. Family learning
activities also proved popular with 5 new families engaging over the holiday period.
The next stage for the partnership is for all partners to promote the work of the partnership through their
working networks and to look at how they can better target the work to those who would benefit most.

Jennifer Miller, Chair, South East Locality Improvement Group
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News from the South West Locality
SUMMARY OF LAST LOCALITY IMPROVEMENT GROUP MEETING


Penumbra level 1 mental health support working extremely well in South West.



Monifieth Integrated Care. This initiative has now commenced in the GP practice. Too early for any real
evaluation, but so far, District Nursing and Social care staff sharing information on a timely basis and
communication now picking up pace.



We continue for support to our under 16 years populations with the introduction of Parent to Parent
support groups in each practice. This will provide Mental Health support to both children 16 and under
and to their families within the South West locality.



We continue to build plans to ensure our populations are fully cared for in terms of in-house provision of
many of the proposed changes in nursing service provision. We look less to the Care and Treatment
Services (C&TS) model in the SW and will be more aligned to in-house provision, with certain elements
transferred to the C&TS.



We conducted a development afternoon, which was well attended. We have amended our Group
statement:
The South West Locality Improvement Group exists to provide a strong, effective integrated partnership
forum in order to improve provision, opportunity and outcomes for the population in the locality by:
•

Knowledge of and links with local resources.

•

Informing the strategic plan with our local priorities.

•

Driving improvements and quality outcomes and reducing inequalities.

•

Developing our Locality Improvement Plan.

•

Managing and monitoring service pathways and redesign.

•

Engaging and involving local community groups of interest.

•

Effective links with G.P cluster groups.

•

Maintaining an overview of resource landscape;
o

Opportunities for collaborative working – identifying gaps and funding

We also had the opportunity to identify our four main priorities for the coming period:
1. Social Isolation
2. Continue to embed Level 1 / 2 Mental Health Support
3. Access to other professional who may be able to address health needs at an earlier level
4. Carer Wellbeing
Each area has an associated lead person who will coordinate activity within their area of responsibility.
We have also changed the format of our meetings, splitting these into two distinct elements:
•
•

Business meeting
Group working

With our colleagues in each of the other LIGs, we will look to align our Locality Improvement plan
templates in order to improve quality and communication.

Eric Blyth, Chair, South West Locality Improvement Group
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Prescribing Matters
Hello, I’m Dr Scott Jamieson and I’m a GP in Kirriemuir. Just over
1 year ago, I was asked by the Angus Health and Social Care
Partnership’s (HSCP) Clinical Director, Dr Alison Clement, if I
would consider taking up a post as Clinical Lead for Prescribing
for Angus HSCP.
The task was challenging! Angus HSCP was predicted to have
a £3.1M overspend in prescribing. This was highest increased
cost in the HSCP budget.

Quarterly prescribing cost per 1,000 NRAC/annual quarter

* weighted patients (* NHS Scotland Resource Allocation Committee)

Prescribing is one of the most complex and high-risk areas within the health service. Costs of medicines go
up and down as prices change. Availability of other treatment options instead of a prescription e.g.
physiotherapy or psychology support are not always easily available. The variety of prescribing areas for
many different diseases is significant and many different health professionals can be involved. Reducing
the amount the HSCP spends on prescribing is not just about stopping or switching a medication – in many
cases it is changing whole pathways of care.
Angus has always benefited from doctors, nurses and other professionals who are keen to work together to
improve patient care. I felt well supported in the task ahead so agreed to help. The past year has been a
whirlwind of change where we have developed systems to make sure we maintain the improvements we
are making.
One of the main things we have introduced is individual practice prescribing reviews to help support
General Practices in the main prescribing issues relevant to them. This has helped GPs to reduce prescribing
costs by highlighting the most important areas affecting patients in their practices, allowing them to work
on the priorities.
(cont.)
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A list is produced of the top 50 items we spend most on in Angus. Each of these has been reviewed with a
plan developed to help ensure that every prescription written in Angus delivers the most benefit for the
patient and best value. We also look at the drugs which are most expensive and which are not approved
for local prescribing to ensure the prescribing is suitable. Patients who need the drugs still get them, but we
ensure that any which are no longer needed are stopped or switched to something else.
A lot of the things which are prescribed are actually not medicines, such as specialist baby milks, dressings,
continence products and catheters. We have established a Tayside-wide group which specifically looks at
ensuring best value for money for money for these items.
Angus HSCP has employed more staff such as pharmacy technicians who support General Practices in
prescribing projects and we continue to recruit more practice pharmacists as we move towards the new
GP contract, where their role will become increasingly important.
We also work closely with our hospital specialist colleagues to ensure we are making the right medicine
choices and to improve access to the best treatment options, which may not always include taking a
medicine. Throughout all the changes we have improved the quality of prescribing to enable us to have a
confidence that the medicine we prescribe are safe, that they have evidence and of increasing
importance is to ensure systems are in place to support patients to be involved in choosing their
medications. All people in Angus should know why they are on medication and understand the intended
benefits, risks and alternatives to the prescriptions they are receiving.
Good communication is vital ensure all clinicians are aware of the direction of travel and changes which
are being made. From a monthly prescribing bulletin, regular meetings and prescribing information
provided during the consultation, we have worked hard to ensure all information is received by prescribers
effectively.
In the past year we have seen Angus reducing prescribing of medications which have harmful side-effects,
improving the use of the most cost-effective options, improve the quality of prescribing, increased number
of reviews of medications and I am content we are moving far closer to delivering the best quality of
prescribing. We do have a prescribing budget – as much as this is clearly important, it is far more important
for me as a GP to be able to say all the medications I prescribe are the right ones for my patients ground in
the best evidence and delivering the best value overall. All clinicians in Angus are working hard with me to
be confident to say this – whatever that cost may be.

Dr Scott Jamieson, GP, Kirriemuir Medical Practice,
Clinical Lead for Prescribing.
ERT Staff provide Christmas Cheer

Our talented staff from the Enablement and
Response Team have been providing Christmas
cheer to attendees at Deirdre Knight Day Care
and Beech Hill Care Centre.
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Spotlight on Angus Integrated Drug and
Alcohol Service (AIDARS)

In April 2017 the Council and NHS Alcohol and Drugs Services were integrated into one new service called
Angus Integrated Drug and Alcohol Service (AIDARS). Bringing the two teams together has been challenging
for all involved but with plenty of good will, enthusiasm and the shared goal of providing an excellent,
accessible and responsive service for our patients and service users we have been able to make huge strides
forward. AIDARS preserves the best practices of both the previous services and is seeking to continuously
improve patient access to care and treatment and sustain patient recovery across Angus.
Bill Troup, Chair of the Angus and Drug Partnership says “All the hard work of AIDARS and our third sector
partners has definitely paid off. I am really pleased to report from a point of missing the standard 6 months
ago that 90% of all referrals must be in treatment within three weeks of referral, we are now achieving 96.8%
compliance, the highest in Tayside.”

COPD Care Model’s ‘astounding results’
The Scottish Government has been urged to roll out an Angus care model across the country to end the
‘postcode lottery’ facing patients with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). Joe FitzPatrick, SNP
Minister for Public Health, Sport and Wellbeing, visited the Forfar Airways COPD support group to hear the lifesaving benefits enjoyed by those who attend pulmonary rehabilitation courses run by Angus HSCP. He was
told of the remarkable improvements to the health of those on the programme, and of the money it saves the
NHS from hospital readmissions and treatment.
Ian Baxter, chairman of Forfar Airways which is affiliated to Chest, Heart and Stroke Scotland, told the minister
the 6 week pulmonary rehabilitation course on offer in Angus was ‘second to none’. He said “It would be
good if you could take something positive from what you have learned from your visit today and see if it can
be duplicated in every health board area of Scotland. There are many places in Scotland with no pulmonary
rehabilitation. It is unacceptable there is a postcode lottery for care. I have spoken to MPs in the past but
nothing is happening – this is our last-ditch effort to get something done.”
(cont.)
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Mr Baxter spoke of the high
standard of care provided by the
respiratory team in Arbroath,
which is led by respiratory specialty
nurse Maureen Fagan. Those
attending the programme
undertake twice weekly seated
exercise classes and learn how to
self-manage their condition,
backed up with the help of health
professionals.

From left: Lawrence Cowan, Chest Heart & Stroke Scotland, Maureen Fagan, Joe
Fitzpatrick, Ian Baxter and Audrey Judge, Physiotherapy Rehab. Manager

Ms Fagan said “In my 30 year
career, I have been involved with
this for 8 years and this is by far the
most rewarding. It’s not high-tech.
Patients come along and exercise
for 2 weeks, and the difference
before and after is astounding.
They feel less breathless, they feel
better and their emotional
wellbeing is off the scale. It is
fantastic to see the difference in
patients before and after. It is
suitable for those with COPD, those
who have had a stroke,
Parkinson’s or cardiac disease.”

Mr Fitzpatrick praised those involved in the Angus group for doing a fantastic job, stating pulmonary
rehabilitation was already part of recommendations for national clinical guidelines. He said “It’s already
there but clearly, from the evidence I have heard, it’s not been accessible everywhere as well as it clearly
is in parts of Angus and we need to do better than that. We need to make sure we get to the point where
we can improve the support everybody gets.”
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A day in the life of people who provide
care and support for the people of Angus
Clive Goldstraw
Senior Locality Development Worker, South West Angus
What is your role and where do you work?
I am based in both the Carnoustie and Monifieth Health Centres. I am also the vice
chair of the South West Locality Improvement Group. My role involves working within
the community, working with schools, churches, supporting voluntary organisations,
help to source funding, promoting and supporting social enterprise, carry out charity
health checks, promote volunteering, and recruit new volunteers. I also work in
partnership with Angus Council Communities Team. Additional Locality Development
Workers support the other three localities across Angus.

Who do you work in partnership with to enable you to carry out your role?
I attend the weekly Multi-disciplinary Team (MDT) meetings with the Doctors, community nurses,
physiotherapists, occupational therapists, pharmacists, Social work and other third sector organisations. This
enables us as a team to give any support required quickly, ideally reducing hospital admissions, keeping
people at home longer, safer and happier.

What do you find most rewarding about your role?
Part of my role is to carry out social prescribing or as I prefer to call it Social navigating. This is a role that I
particularly enjoy, as it enables the third sector and myself to work in partnership with medical and social work
professionals, to give multidisciplinary focus to enhance care in the community. This is something I feel very
strongly about. The evidence data I have gathered to date, clearly indicates social Isolation is a major
factor in the health and wellbeing of the residents in south West Angus. We are all part of something special,
something that will continue to improve and something that we as a growing MDT team are rightfully proud
of.

Amy McKenzie
Community Mental Health Nurse
What is your role and where do you work?
I am a Community Mental Health Nurse and provide mental health and wellbeing
support. My colleague Kenny Malcolm and I cover Brechin Health Centre doing one
day a week each. James Kennedy covers the Links Health Centre in Montrose
doing two days a week. Two part time Mental Health and Wellbeing Nurses cover
Academy Street in Forfar providing a service 5 days per week. Arbroath and
Carnoustie have similar services but utilise workers from Penumbra.
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Who do you work in partnership with to enable you to carry out your role effectively?
I work as part of the Primary care team and feel very much part of that. I work in partnership with statutory
services; Community Mental Health Team, General Adult Psychiatry and Psychiatry of Old Age, Angus
Integrated Drug and Alcohol Recovery Service, Psychological Therapies Social Services, Beating the Blues
and The Listening service. I regularly refer to third sector organisations such as Voluntary Action Angus,
Penumbra, Hear Me Counselling, Insight Counselling, Citizens Advice, Independent Advocacy, and refer to
exercise.

What do you find most rewarding about your role?
The most rewarding part of my job is being able to provide a responsive service which allows people to be
offered appropriate support when they ask for it. Delivering a service which meets the diverse needs of
patients in a person centred approach and tackling barriers which might prevent groups of people from
accessing appropriate services makes the job and service feel extremely worthwhile and satisfying.

Alison Page, Carrie Anne Stephen and Catherine Davidson
Discharge Co-ordinators
What is your role and where do you work?

Carrie Anne Stephen & Alison Page

We are all Discharge Coordinators based in Ninewells Hospital. We
are all trained nurses who work in the Angus Discharge Team. We
have extensive clinical experience in patient assessment and care
and these skills direct our decision making. We take referrals from
all the wards within Ninewells and will assess and facilitate
'discharge' from Ninewells Hospital. This may be to home,
Intermediate Care or to one of the Angus Hospitals. We support
these discharges to ensure that each patient is able to follow the
best pathway for their needs.

Who do you work in partnership with to enable you to carry out your role effectively?
We work collaboratively with, although are independent from, the Angus Medicine for the Elderly team and
are supported clinically by them. Close working is required with both the hospital and community therapist
teams as part of our assessment process and is a necessity to allow us to plan home care needs. We
communicate on daily basis with the community coordinators who provide and resource the enablement
and response teams (ERT) to allow us to plan rehabilitation and assessment needs for home.
We are the 'lynch pin' to many discharges and without our input people's discharge pathway is slowed or
even stopped. We also hold daily discussions with social work teams to ensure that a comprehensive
assessment is completed before someone is discharged from Ninewells. If we are unable to provide a
discharge route for a particular patient we will work with and share knowledge with care workers to aid their
assessment and processes. If we can, we use the volunteer organisations available across Angus and
have used volunteer driver service to support discharge when appropriate. We have used
befriender leaflets to give to patients and often supply 'Carers Support' cards

What do you find most rewarding about your role?
Enabling a discharge home with support from the Enablement and Response Team can be as rewarding
as transferring a patient for end of life care to be nearer home.
If we can support the patients’ needs, it's rewarding.
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Jacqui Dillon
Carer Development Worker, Angus Carers Centre
What is your role and where do you work?
I am one of four Carer Development workers and I cover the Forfar/Kirriemuir
Locality. I work alongside my colleagues, Carol Dougan, Katie Angus and
Vanessa Black. We are based in the Carers Centre in Arbroath however we spend
most our days in local venues in our localities. Between us we cover all areas of
Angus. Our core purpose is to support unpaid carers in Angus who are looking
after someone with an illness or disability. We are currently involved in the
implementation of the new Adult Carer Support Plan (ACSP), a requirement of the
Carers (Scotland) Act 2016. This is an outcome based assessment which once
completed with the carer, allows us to link them to the range of services we
provide.
This could be 1:1 support, local support group meetings, therapies, befriending, counselling or information
on how to access a short break from caring. No two days are the same for me but an average day would
include:
•

Contact newly referred carers to arrange to meet to complete an ACSP.

•

Facilitate the Dementia Carers Support Group. These carers recently completed a 6 week dementia
awareness course that I developed. They now meet regularly to continue the support and
companionship they can give to each other.

•

Host the Carers Surgery at Academy Medical Centre, (part of the Third Sector HUB), respond to
enquiries from GPs and other health care professionals who have identified patients who may be
struggling to look after their husband/wife, adult or child.

•

Meet with carer who needs some advice about how to prepare for their cared for person coming out
of hospital.

•

Travel to Whitehills Health & Community Care Centre to progress plans for a monthly Staff Surgery with
the Advanced Nurse Practitioner. This is part of our Hospital Discharge Support for Carers Pilot.

Who do you work in partnership with to enable you to carry out your role effectively?
We work across the Health and Social Care Partnership which includes other third sector organisations. Our
roles are very diverse as they reflect the communities we work in. We work in various GP practices across
Angus. We work closely with other agencies who may also have a role in supporting carers i.e. Post
Diagnostic Dementia Teams, Angus Independent Advocacy and Citizens Advice Bureau to name but a
few. This helps to ensure we identify carers as early as possible, trying to prevent them reaching a crisis
rather than waiting until there is a crisis. Working with staff in other teams ensures we can get support to as
many new and known carers as possible, even if they don’t identify with this term at the start.

What do you find most rewarding about your role?
I love my job and as a working carer myself I can appreciate how challenging a caring role can be. Being
able to make even a small positive difference to a carer and hear from them that the support we provide
really does make a difference. This makes the job worthwhile and very satisfying.

We hope you have found it interesting to find out more about some of the roles that people have in Angus
HSCP. if you’d like to tell us what you do and the impact your role makes, we’d really like to hear from you.
Please get in touch by emailing hsciangus.tayside@nhs.net.
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Florence (‘Flo’) Update
Angus Health & Social Care Partnership hosted the Florence Programme on behalf of Tayside. Florence or
‘Flo’ is a simple, text messaging, tele-health solution that can save patients’ and clinicians’ time while
maintaining clinical safety and improving patient outcomes. We have now reached the end of the Scottish
Government Technology Enabled Care (TEC) funded period and look back on our ‘Flo’ journey and take
stock of our achievements. Flo’s timeline over the past 2 years is:

Our first 4 months involved lots of planning and training, with the first patients being recruited in March 2017.
We set out with a target of 350 patients to be recruited within the funded period and have exceeded our
target, reaching 365 by October 2018. The graph below shows the steady rise in recruitment.
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Some of our evaluation findings have included:
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•

4 patients avoided hospital re-admission by using Flo to self-manage their condition.

•

Flo supporting one young man to have his gastrostomy feeding tube removed, something he said he
“was wanting desperately”.

•

Academy Medical Practice being able to save 4 nurse appointments per patient per year using Flo to
support women to self– administer the Sayana Press contraceptive injection

•

The Pre-Assessment Clinic at Stracathro making less telephone calls to patients pre-surgery

•

116 people replied to the evaluation questions, 98 responded positively to Flo, answering ‘yes’ to
questions such as ‘would you recommend Flo to friends/family?’ and/or ‘has Flo improved your
confidence with symptom monitoring?’

Over the next year we will continue to support services to use Flo and to get valuable results from Flo. We will
also be working with our colleagues both locally and across Scotland to integrate Flo data to other NHS
systems.

Shona Burge, Home Mobile Health Monitoring Development Manager
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Funds to boost Technology Enabled Care
developments in Angus
Angus Health and Social Care Partnership has been successful with two test of change
applications to the Scottish Government’s Technology Enabled Care Programme.

Check TEC OUT!
We know that people are often unaware of the potential of technology and how it could help them to live
independently in their own home.
People referred to the Enablement and Response Team (ERT) will be offered the opportunity to ‘check out’ a
range of technology enabled care (TEC) equipment, free of charge for 4 weeks.
Senior Social Care Officers working in each locality ERT, will be given training about a range of equipment so
they will feel confident when explaining and recommending items from the ‘Check TEC Out’ selection which
includes:









echo dot
magiplug
remote control plugs
wireless motion sending LED
Ownfone
projector clock
LED toilet nightlight
droplet intelligent hydration system

After the 4 week trial, people will be asked if they would like to purchase the equipment.
We hope that service users and their families will become more informed willing and confident to use a
range of TEC and how it could help them.

*** For more information contact Glenda Hunter, Telecare Development Officer on 07984 458656 ***

Introducing Attend Anywhere in Angus Care Homes
Attend Anywhere is an online tele-health platform which enables people to consult their doctor or nurse via
video calls from the comfort of their own home. The consultations are through a computer, smartphone or
tablet using a Google Chrome web browser. Attend Anywhere is completely confidential and secure and
calls cannot be accessed by anyone else. Clinicians will be in a private room, just as if they were meeting a
person face to face.
Instead of making a journey to an appointment, users can simply load up their device and enter a virtual
waiting room once their device is set up.
Consultant Psychiatrists spend many hours a week visiting care homes across Angus. During the test of
change one of our consultants will use Attend Anywhere to hold virtual clinics in 3 care homes in Angus. We
aim to demonstrate an improvement in residents’ experiences of seeing their clinician via Attend Anywhere
as a result of being more responsive to need and also not having the stress and discomfort of travelling to a
clinic.
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Xmas Jumper Day

Pictured above are staff from Angus Health & Social Care Partnership and the Children, Families & Justice
team, based on the 2nd floor of Angus House, Forfar who took part in Xmas Jumper Day on 11 December.
The total raised by Angus House as a whole for Tay FM’s Cash for Kids Mission Christmas was £300.

Homeless Support Service Xmas preparations
Over the last few weeks the service has been receiving
donations of toiletries, of which we have wrapped over 150
sets in order to provide gifts to our service users at Christmas.
The Social Care Officers in the Homeless Support Service are
currently delivering these gifts before we turn our attention to
our service user Christmas meal on Wednesday 19 December.
The Christmas meal started in 2017 so this is only our second
year. However we have some good news in that our
application to ASDA’s community fund has been successful.
We have received a cheque for £500 that will provide funding
for us to continue the Christmas meal for the next 2-3 years.
The idea of the community fund was to bring people together
and it is anticipated that we will be cooking for around 20-30
people this year.

Drew Gillespie, Team Manager
Homeless Support Service
‘Integration Matters’
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‘Continuing the Conversation’ October events

Graeme Dey MSP talking to David Barrowman, service
user representative on the Angus Integration Joint Board

Angus Health and Social Care Partnership held its fourth series of ‘Continuing the Conversation’ public
information sessions across Angus. These sessions offered people the chance to talk to a variety of staff
and help shape adult health and social care services for the future.
These events were an opportunity for people in Angus to find out about health and social care in their
locality and to get involved in shaping the future vision and direction of adult health and social care.
They were also the start of our work to develop the new strategic plan for the next three years.
Graeme Dey MSP (Angus South) said, “I dropped in on the conversation event in Kirriemuir to
participate in the conversation on building a sustainable, safe and effective care model for the future.
I found it a very useful and thought provoking experience and would encourage constituents in the
Monifieth/Carnoustie and Arbroath areas to take up the opportunity as I did when the drop-in sessions
move on to these localities.”
A member of the public, Beverley Roberts said, “I just wanted to say how impressed I was with all the

sand
wonderful services and the passionate people who are working in the Angus Health & Social Care field.
It truly made me proud to be part of a county which is shaping services in this way.”
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Angus Care Model is making a difference

Through the Angus Care Model and all our improvement plans we are:

Rebalancing care, maximising support for people in their own homes
Reconfiguring access to services delivering a workable geographic model of care outside the home
Realising a sustainable workforce delivering the right care in the right place
Responding to early warning signs and risks in the delivery of care
Resourcing care efficiently, making the best use of the resources available to us
Releasing the potential of technology
We are already seeing that the Angus Care Model is shifting the balance of care, with more care being
provided in the community and less reliance on hospital admissions. People are being supported to
remain well cared for within their communities.
Rate of Emergency Admissions to Ninewells Hospital for Angus Adults (NI 12)

Care Home News snippets
 Five Homes in the North East Locality have been awarded funding for a project looking at Resident
Participation in Care Homes.
 Congratulations to Natalie Driscoll, who works at Braehill Lodge in Carnoustie. Natalie was awarded
‘Carer of the Year’ at the Scottish Care Home awards held in November 2018.
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Meet our Information & Performance Sub Team
& Local Intelligence Support Team
Information and Performance Sub Team

(Part of the Improvement and Development Team)

Vivienne
Davidson
Principal Officer

Paul Feltham
Info Sys and
Performance

About us

Anna Maria
Kaczmarek
Public Health
Officer

Stuart O’Brien
Research & Info
Officer

George Boyle
Research & Info
Officer

The sub team is led by Vivienne Davidson. Some of our main functions are:
• Lead and produce data analysis and performance management reports at operational, business
and strategic level
• Support the partnership to meet strategic priorities and meet National Health and Wellbeing
Outcomes
• Lead on the production of statutory social care data returns
• Liaise with operational senior managers and teams regarding data quality
• Produce the Strategic Needs Assessment and Locality Profiles
• System development, system integration and report writing
• Liaise with other Performance and Information Teams (LIST, NHS Tayside Business Unit, Public Health,
Police, Fire Service)

Challenges and Opportunities
The sub team have a number of challenges ahead including supporting the implementation of
ECLIPSE (Social Work Information System), working with NHST on changing systems for delayed
discharge monitoring. We are also supporting the development of the new strategic plan for the
partnership, further develop and support the partnership website and data dashboard.

Local Intelligence Support Team (LIST)

(Part of the Improvement and Development Team)

Stephen Halcrow
Principal Information Analyst

Liz Balfour
Senior Information Analyst

Claire Robertson
Senior Information Analyst

About Us
The LIST team are part of Information Services Division within NHS NSS deployed across Scotland to
support Health and Social Care integration and Primary Care Clusters. LIST has been providing on-site
expert analytical support helping to source, link and interpret data. We work with Angus and Dundee
Health and Social Care Partnerships

Some of the work we have been doing
Alongside Performance and Information Teams within partnerships and GP clusters, we have been
working on annual reports, locality profiling, strategic needs assessment, projecting future demand on
hospital and community services, GP appointment analysis, population profiling, benchmarking
hospital activity, pathway analysis and more.
‘Integration Matters’
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Welcome to Marion Gaffney, Macmillan
Community Palliative Care Project Nurse
Marion Gaffney has recently been appointed to the new role of Macmillan
Community Palliative Care Project Nurse in Angus. Marion, who has over 10 years
palliative care experience across a range of settings, will be based in the
Macmillan Daycentre in Stracathro.
Marion will be promoting the Palliative and End of Life Care Bundle (a set of tools
and response standards) that can help health and social care staff to identify,
assess and plan person-centred care for people with palliative and end of life
care needs. This tool bundle has been developed to support staff working in
generalist areas. The tools, triggers and standards within the bundle have been
developed to support compassionate, person-centred care for people and those
important to them.
Marion’s role will involve working with teams across Angus, providing education and support to aid tool
bundle use. She will also provide staff with the opportunity to build on their existing skills, knowledge and
confidence.
Marion said “My hope is that the project will provide a valuable contribution to staff and those receiving
care and it will become embedded into practice with staff growing confident in its use.
This project will support local and national policies, visions and strategies. For example the Angus Strategic
Commissioning Plan, Scottish Government’s Strategic Framework for Action on Palliative and End of Life
Care, NHS Education for Scotland – Palliative & End of Life Care framework to support learning &
development of the health and social service workforce. The project will also support the Macmillan
Tayside Palliative and End of Life Care Managed Clinical Network (TayPEOLC MCN).”

Like! Building a local
digital innovation culture
In a joint effort with Angus Council (AC), Angus Health and Social Care Partnership (Angus HSCP) have
been successful in our bid to join a European funded transnational project. The benefits will come from
the learning we will experience working with partners which includes local authorities and universities.
The overall aim of the project is to stimulate the public sector to generate innovation demand and
innovative solutions for improving public service delivery. We are contributing to 3 areas of work:
•
•
•

Creating a local Digital Innovation Culture across
Developing Smarter Services
Creating ‘Digital DNA’ for the city/neighbourhood

Angus HSCP has developed its website and locality data dashboard through the resources available in
the Like! Project by funding a Research and Information Officer post based within the Improvement and
Development Team. We are currently rolling out Pentana, a performance and risk management system,
to support programme management of the delivery of the Strategic Plan
To find out more about the Like! Project visit https://northsearegion.eu/like/
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GET IN TOUCH
The aim of this newsletter is to provide you with an update on what's
going on in Angus Health and Social Care Partnership, share
developments and bring you stories that show how it all fits together.
We welcome your feedback on anything covered in this issue and
suggestions for future issues.
All contributions are welcomed. The deadline for articles for the
March edition is 28 February 2019 and these should be emailed to
hsciangus.tayside@nhs.net.

Wishing you all a very Merry Christmas
and a happy and healthy New Year.

Follow us on Facebook here:
https://www.facebook.com/AHSCP/
and like  the page.
Follow us on Twitter here:
@AngusHSCP
Visit our website here:
www.angushscp.scot
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